English Radio ‘Teen Talk’
Health and Beauty

DJs: 4A Gill Saranpreet-Kaur (A)
4A Yiu Ka Hei (B)
4D Lo Wing Sum (C)

A:

Good morning, Everyone, I’m Saran from 4_.

B:

I’m Hei from 4_

C:

And I’m Petrus from 4_.

ALL:

We are the P.H.S Radio show.

B:

Coming up on today’s show, we are going to talk about “Health and Beauty”. So get
ready for a very fun and great show!(very excited)

C:

Hey, do you know what? Men have started worrying about their looks and their
appearances more than women.

A:

Really? Ohh tell me more!

C:

Men are getting new faces. There is a story about two men, Kevin and Don. Kevin, who
helps to organize events related to health, meets a lot of new people. He thinks he
doesn’t look attractive, so he does laser treatments and spends at least 15,000 dollars
per month!

B:

And Don works in a beauty business. He thought he was a very unattractive man so he
was not happy with his looks. Then he decided to undergo plastic surgery to look perfect
like a model.

A:

Wow! I wonder why they spend so much money on it. Thinking about people cutting me
up to change the way I look is really scary!

C:

Well, they think their jobs require them to look good, or maybe they lack confidence. I
hear men mostly go through these changes because their jobs, friends or even wives ask
them to do it!

B:

Oh! I found out that there are treatments that use injection instead of plastic surgery.
Instead of cutting them up, they will inject a substance that can form a shape under the
skin to change their face. Like a bigger nose!

C:

Oh I know about that too! But I heard it only lasts for 24 hours. The formula will be
dissolved by the body afterwards. Almost seems pointless for something so expensive.

A:

I don’t think it’s a good idea to choose this kind of way to look “better”. They are really
harmful to our health. Many people want to look beautiful or handsome, so they choose
this kind of treatment, but they have no idea that being healthy is very important.

C:

That’s right. If you are fat, you can do more exercise and eat less plus take more
personal care. If they lack confidence, they can develop a hobby or a skill, to help them
improve their self-confidence.

B:

Ya, you can have beauty if you are persistent in doing these. You will look charming too.
Well every problem has a solution, so just don’t give up.

C:

On the other hand, we are worried about our appearances as nowadays people judge us
by our looks. If we can be cheerful, generous and take a positive attitude, we can have
both outer and inner beauty!

A:

You are “absolutely” right. Now its time for music! We are going to play a Lady Gaga
song called “Born this way”. She wrote this song because many people think she is too
stylish, and she doesn’t need to dress up in a “fashionable” way as she is a singer. But
Lady Gaga wants to tell them that she likes to dress up like that. So she doesn’t care
about what people think about her and tells others that she was born this way.

C:

So sit back, relax and enjoy the song!

(Play the song ”Born this way”)
C:

Wow this is really a great song, I am definitely BORN THIS WAY as god makes no
mistakes!

A:

The song is really catchy and makes me want to dance.

B:

After listening to this, I never want to change they way I look!

C:

Anyway! We hope you liked this song.

B:

Please remember health is more important than beauty. And I hope you found our radio

show interesting and useful.
C:

Have a nice day everyone!

A:

Thanks for tuning in! We hope to see you soon next time!

All:

Bye bye! SEE YOU NEXT TIME!

